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Abstract  
 

Corporate philanthropy, as an expression of commitment to the 

common good, can contribute to the creation of social value in 

companies. This corporate philanthropy can be managed in 

various ways. The choice of how to channel corporate 

philanthropy could be, in accordance with stakeholder theory, 

the result of companies‘ interactions with key stakeholders and, 

in accordance with the theory of signaling, a signal that 

companies use to respond to their demands. This approach 

contributes to the literature on bottom-up initiatives 

(stakeholder–managers) as opposed to top-down strategies 

(board–stakeholders) in relation to corporate social 

responsibility, which is becoming increasingly important in a 

society where networks of communication, cooperation and 

interaction are established.To this end, a study was conducted on 

221 European companies indexed in the Dow Jones 

Sustainability Indices in the year 2018. The findings have several 

practical implications: The management of corporate 

philanthropy should take into account the stakeholders‘ 

requirements and stakeholders show greater affinity and trust 

with the company when philanthropy is channelled through 

foundations. By contrast, donations are not associated with 

stakeholder attitudes. As a theoretical implication, this paper 

supports the theories of stakeholders and signalling by 
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explaining the role of philanthropy in the relationship with 

stakeholders. 
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Introduction  
 

Companies‘ philanthropy is included under the domain of 

corporate social responsibility (CSR) [1,2]. Specifically, 

corporate philanthropy includes those actions aimed at the 

community [3–5] to meet social assistance needs related to 

education, the arts, culture, medicine or science, or humanitarian 

attention to natural disasters, among other initiatives [6–8].  

 

Corporate philanthropy refers to the company's strategy towards 

the community and includes the company's direct actions and 

activities related to society. These actions can be analysed as a 

business strategy [9] that must be managed, and companies must 

decide how to channel them and to whom they are directed. 

Corporate philanthropy can create shared value, i.e., generate 

social value [10], through improved well-being in the 

community and greater employee satisfaction by generating 

improved intellectual and relational capital. In addition, given 

the relationship of interdependence between business and society 

from the perspective of the economy of the common good, it is 

proposed to develop a business model that not only seeks 

economic value but also considers the dimensions contained in 

the triple bottom line and the balance between them [11]. This 

will make it possible for companies to survive in the long term 

and be sustainable, and will favor the common good and 

cooperation [12]. From this perspective, corporate philanthropy 

should not be seen as a set of resources allocated to the 

community but rather as part of business performance that goes 

beyond the economic and takes into account the general interest 

and demands of different stakeholders as the theory of 

stakeholders defends [1,5]. Thus, not only expresses interest in 

meeting the demands of the community, but that also acts as a 
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tool that can be managed by the company, taking into account 

the reactions of its main stakeholders. In this sense, entities 

would manage corporate philanthropy in such a way that it not 

only meets the requirements of the stakeholder directly affected 

by these actions—the community—but also improves relations 

with the different stakeholders. From the latter perspective, 

corporate philanthropy, traditionally included in the external 

dimension of CSR because it is community-oriented, would 

influence the internal social performance of the company by 

involving stakeholders such as employees and shareholders 

[13].The idea that we propose is that the company, through its 

corporate philanthropy, not only responds to its commitments to 

the community but also considers how it affects the rest of its 

relationships with the main agents with whom it interacts. In this 

sense, this behaviour is not, strictly speaking, a top-down 

strategy, but rather that it is critical to manage the bottom-up 

initiatives of the stakeholders. In this way, corporate 

philanthropy is geared to solving social needs while improving 

relationships with key stakeholders to ensure better business 

financial and non-financial performance [14] and corporate 

sustainability [12]. 

 

Considered from this strategic point of view, corporate 

philanthropy can be managed by companies in various ways. It 

can be articulated through top-down strategies through 

discretionary giving, according to management preferences [15] 

or through bottom-up strategies, by managing the demands of 

stakeholders [16] or by considering the effect that companies 

actions have on them [17,18].  

 

The latter option means that corporate philanthropy can be used 

as a signal, adjusting management to the demands and initiatives 

of stakeholders. This last possibility has been little addressed in 

the literature [19], and yet it constitutes a relevant analysis to be 

taken into account in the use of philanthropy as a strategic tool. 

Entities must communicate their corporate strategy adequately, 

trying to be understood by and generate trust in the stakeholders 

and in some way respond to their initiatives. In this sense, 

corporate philanthropy is an effect of the company‘s relations 

with its stakeholders. The paper argues that, for the corporate 
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philanthropy strategy to have an effect on the company as a 

whole, it is necessary to complement the top-down strategy with 

bottom-up initiatives, i.e. to take into consideration the 

perceptions and attitudes of the firm‘s stakeholders.  

 

Corporate philanthropy can be articulated through ad hoc or 

planned actions. When the actions are planned, they are 

integrated into the core business [20] and form one of its 

business strategies [21], and can thus be perceived by 

stakeholders. In this context, how philanthropy is managed may 

depend on how the company understands that this philanthropy 

enables stakeholders to trust and identify with the firm.  

 

Corporate philanthropy is usually managed through direct 

donations or channelled through foundations [22]. Subsequently, 

companies disclose the actions they have taken in their CSR 

reports.  Direct-resource contributions may be linked to 

management preferences [15,23,24], in which case they may be 

perceived by stakeholders as unplanned or even unreliable. In 

this case, donations could be perceived as marketing tools to 

improve the company's image [25,26] or considered to be used to 

minimize the effects of negligence or controversial actions on 

the company's reputation [27]. In any case, they may be actions 

undertaken in a reactive manner with the aim of obtaining short-

term benefits and/or meeting the preferences of management. 

 

Through the use of foundations, social actions could be 

perceived as well planned and integrated into the company‘s 

strategy [3,28]. The reasons for this are that, among other things, 

foundations enjoy greater independence from their parent 

companies, have autonomy in their decisions and have a 

financial endowment that protects them from the fluctuations of 

the business cycle [29,30]. The separation between companies 

and foundations decreases its company managers‘ discretion, 

possible influences and personal preferences and ensures 

professionalism and coherence with the company‘s overall 

strategy [28], which provides greater reliability in the 

management of resources dedicated to social issues. On the other 

hand, foundations have a greater capacity to address social needs 

by supporting causes that are in the best interests of the main 
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stakeholders. In addition, they imply a long-term social 

commitment by mobilizing different resources, not only 

monetary, and different entrepreneurial capacities, which ensures 

that the practices are more innovative, active, entrepreneurial and 

effective [23,31]. The above means that corporate foundations 

assume a social performance with a long-term time horizon, less 

influenced by management and more proactive towards the 

interests and social trends of different groups. 

 

In this sense, foundations could act as signals to business 

stakeholders. Thus, according to the theory of signalling, the 

choice of foundations to manage actions with the community 

would be a signal issued by the company to improve the 

perception and assessment of the main stakeholders of the 

company [32]: employees, customers, investors and the 

community [13]. 

 

The objective of this work is, first of all, to illustrate that the 

exercise of corporate philanthropy is developed by considering 

the optimal reception by stakeholders. In this sense, this paper 

contributes the theory of signalling in the field of CSR. 

Secondly, unlike most studies, which jointly analyse ad hoc 

donations and foundations, this paper considers them separately, 

observing that the reasons that lead companies to manage their 

philanthropy in a particular way may differ [23]. Thus, one 

contribution of this paper is to demonstrate that the management 

of corporate philanthropy through foundations is a response to 

bottom-up initiatives, while channelling through donations is a 

response to a top-down strategy. 

 

Thirdly, the work seeks to show that philanthropic actions that 

directly affect the community are practices that address or take 

into account the requirements of other stakeholders [18,33]. 

Most papers have focused on the effect that philanthropic actions 

have on a specific stakeholder [13], but there are no papers that 

analyse how all the main stakeholders affect a company‘s 

corporate philanthropy. We understand that the interests, 

requirements and demands of each stakeholder are different and 

that the company must take them all into account in its 

management to determine the social value for the company. In 
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this sense, this paper contributes to the literature by 

demonstrating that the management of philanthropic actions 

through foundations and donations relates to the requirements of 

the investors, employees and community. 

 

A quantitative methodology is used to address these objectives. 

Specifically, an empirical analysis is performed using a binomial 

logit with respect to the management of corporate philanthropy 

channelled through foundations and, a regression analysis using 

Ordinary Least Squares (OLS) with respect to the management 

of philanthropy channelled through donations. The analysis of 

the proposed models is performed on a sample of 221 European 

companies indexed in the Dow Jones Sustainability Index in the 

year 2018.  

 

The rest of the paper is organised as follows. Section 2 presents 

the literature review and hypotheses. In the third section we 

present the data and the method of estimation. In the fourth 

section we analyse and discuss the results, show the main 

findings and, finally, we present our conclusions. 

 

Review of the Literature and Hypotheses  

 

A company‘s actions in the field of philanthropy are directly 

related to the community, which is its target, and indirectly to the 

rest of the stakeholders [34]. The stakeholders that the company 

considers in its management are consumers, employees, 

investors, the community and suppliers [16,32]. In relation to 

corporate philanthropy, the first four are affected by these 

practices [13]. Suppliers are not usually considered, as there is 

usually no demand from suppliers for companies to engage in 

philanthropic activities. It is usually the company that requires its 

suppliers to comply with certain norms and standards related 

primarily to human, labor and environmental rights.  

 

If philanthropic actions constitute a mechanism through which 

the company can manage its relationship with certain key 

stakeholders—employees, clients and capital markets [35]—it is 

necessary to specify how these stakeholders affect the 

companies‘ philanthropic strategy.  
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Theoretical Framework  

 
Corporate philanthropy has been approached using different 

theoretical frameworks. Previous analysis has employed mainly 

agency theory, legitimacy theory and stakeholder theory. Our 

work aims to analyse whether corporate philanthropy is a 

strategy that a company uses to transmit attributes that are 

difficult to observe, such as its social commitment, to its main 

stakeholders [36]. In this sense, the theory of stakeholders [16] 

and, more specifically, signaling theory as theoretical 

frameworks are applicable [37,38]. 

 

Stakeholder theory is based on the basic premise that managers 

must manage business objectives by reconciling them with the 

demands and expectations of their stakeholders [16,39] in order 

to continue operating and achieving their objectives [39,40]. In 

this sense, the different pressures and expectations of 

stakeholders determine business behavior and, more specifically, 

should determine corporate philanthropy policies. 

 

The theory of signalling completes the previous theoretical 

framework, suggesting that companies improve relations with 

their stakeholders by using different types of signals [37]. Thus, 

the entity (the sender) can take actions (corporate philanthropy) 

that indicate its ability to meet the needs of stakeholders 

[37,38,41] so that they are observable by external agents 

(receivers—in our case, the stakeholders, who interpret the 

signal) [37,41,42]. Stakeholders interpret these signals by 

capturing the intentionality and behaviour of the transmitter, 

which can generate positive perceptions regarding the entity if 

they consider the signal reliable, or negative ones if unreliable 

[43,44]. 

 

In the 1990s this theory began to be applied to business ethics 

[45], and later was applied in the field of CSR, within which 

‗corporate philanthropy‘ refers to the practices that a company 

carries out to generate positive perceptions and attitudes in some 

stakeholders [37,44].  
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The theory of signalling explains the reaction of different 

receptors under conditions of imperfect information [38,46]. 

Different practices of social responsibility may convey different 

messages, so they need to be analysed separately [46]. In this 

sense, the different ways of managing corporate philanthropy, 

whether through donations or foundations, could be signals 

issued by the company that generate different responses from the 

main stakeholders, since each form of management can be 

interpreted and perceived differently by stakeholders [23].  

 

Corporate Philanthropy as a Signal to the Community  
 

Corporate philanthropy is action taken to improve the well-being 

of the community or solve social problems [13]. A company 

adopts corporate philanthropy for different reasons [13], such as 

to strengthen ties with the community [3,4], repay in some way 

the resources that society has provided it or respond to external 

pressures [47] or community requirements [48,49]. This action 

can have a positive effect on society‘s disposition towards the 

entity [50].  

 

Companies that actively interact with the public become an 

essential part of the community. These actions can contribute to 

the community‘s positive attitude towards the company, which 

seeks to improve the harmony between it and the community 

[50]. Companies can use their corporate philanthropy activities 

as signs of community engagement. Recent studies, however, 

show that the community does not perceive different categories 

of social contributions the same way [51]. The effectiveness of 

the signal in the community is largely determined by the 

visibility of the social practices and the cost to or monetary 

commitment by the company [51]. The fact that the company 

channels its philanthropic actions through a foundation gives 

them greater visibility and a more professional image. In 

addition, the implementation of these practices implies the long-

term commitment of resources, stability in contributions and 

commitment of a greater volume of corporate resources, not only 

monetary ones [28,29,52]. This way of management improves 

the effectiveness of the signal and helps cultivate a positive and 

socially responsible image of the company, decreasing the 
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potential for community discontent and generating a positive 

climate for them [53]. 

 

Companies that channel their philanthropic actions through 

foundations are motivated by their desire to generate positive 

perceptions in the community. According to the theory of 

signalling, foundations are philanthropic practices that the 

company undertakes to signal its social commitment to the 

community. On the other hand, donations are not effective 

signals, in the sense that their professionalism is not perceived, 

they could be considered random or discretionary and, therefore, 

they do not meet the expectations of the stakeholders. It is 

possible that the entity‘s channelling of its social commitments 

through donations is not a measure that responds to community 

initiatives. In this sense, we propose the following hypotheses:  

 

H1. There is a positive relationship between the management of 

corporate philanthropy through foundations and the community‘s 

attitude towards the company. 

 

H2. There is a negative relationship between the management of 

corporate philanthropy through donations and the community‘s 

attitude towards the company. 

 

Corporate Philanthropy as a Signal to Employees  
 

Employees as a group are considered a main stakeholder, and 

their appreciation of corporate philanthropy is very important 

[54], even if such philanthropy does not bring them direct 

benefits. A positive relationship has been discussed between 

corporate philanthropy and employee cohesion [55], 

identification with the firm [56,57] and organisational 

commitment [58]. The firm‘s social commitments can respond to 

the demand for moral and ethical attitudes by employees [59] 

and provide them with a perception of security, affiliation and 

esteem, reducing conflict and improving the work climate 

[14,60]. 

 

Entities rely on their employees [61,62] and, to this end, develop, 

among other strategies, a corporate philanthropy that creates 
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positive attitudes among employees towards the company, such 

as pride in belonging or in cohesion and unity [55].  

 

Based on the theory of signalling, the company might take into 

account the employees‘ attitudes, impulses and motivations 

when proposing its corporate philanthropy. Firstly, the company 

wants to send a signal that communicates its values and that the 

company is a good corporate citizen [61–63], in accordance with 

the demands and interests of its employees [63,65]. Employees 

interpret these signals and develop resulting attitudes towards the 

company [62,65]. This raises the question of whether how 

corporate philanthropy is managed through direct donations or 

foundations is an attempt to respond to employee initiatives and 

attitudes.  

 

On the one hand, companies that develop their corporate 

philanthropy through foundations can create a climate of trust for 

their current or potential employees [19], tend to be more stable 

employers and increase employee tenure [66]. In this sense, the 

management of philanthropy through foundations could be used 

as a signal to employees. Donations, on the other hand, are often 

linked to management preferences and are often sporadic and 

discretionary: donations sometimes do not generate trust from 

employees [65,67,68]. In this regard, we propose the following 

hypotheses:  

 

H3. There is a positive relationship between the management of 

corporate philanthropy through foundations and employees‘ 

attitudes towards the company.  

 

H4. There is a negative relationship between the management of 

corporate philanthropy through donations and employees‘ 

attitudes towards the company. 

 

Corporate Philanthropy as a Signal to Customers  
 

Customers are another main stakeholder of the company. Today, 

clients are better organised, with more information and 

education, and, therefore, with greater demands on and 

requirements for companies, including those related to 
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philanthropy [69]. Clients influence the decisions of entities 

through their control and sanction function [70]. Philanthropic 

activities may create and foster a belief in customers that the 

organisation adheres to high ethical standards and cares for the 

well-being of society [71], improving the assessment of 

corporate reputation [69,72], which may have a direct effect on 

customers‘ attitudes towards a company, their perceptions of the 

company and their purchasing behaviour [13,71]. 

 

The relationship between corporate philanthropy and customers, 

however, is not simple. Many companies use philanthropy as a 

marketing tool [25,26], so if clients have bad experiences, or if 

their promises do not match reality [27,73], they are wary of the 

company‘s philanthropic actions [74,75]. In this sense, although 

clients demand certain ethical attitudes from companies and 

involvement in issues that go beyond the business activity itself, 

they would value negatively if these were done as marketing 

policies or policies to improve the business image [76]. In this 

context, the different ways of managing philanthropy (through 

direct donations or through foundations) could be signs that 

communicate a more altruistic or fundamental nature of these 

actions to customers [77]. 

 

Managing corporate philanthropy through foundations often 

involves the transfer of not only monetary resources but also 

time, service and variety of causes served, which are valued 

highly and perceived well by the customer [31,77]. In addition, 

companies tend to designate a greater amount of resources [28], 

which is also perceived favourably by customers [78].  

 

On the other hand, cash donations are often linked to the 

personal preferences of management, which seems to have a 

negative effect on customers‘ attitudes towards the company [76] 

or be perceived by customers as less moral [77]. 

 

Channelling corporate philanthropy through foundations could 

be a company‘s response to building customer confidence. Cash, 

sporadic or discretionary donations may not be a response to 

customer demands. The following assumptions are made in this 

regard: 
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H5. There is a positive relationship between the management of 

corporate philanthropy through foundations and customers‘ 

attitudes towards the company.  

 

H6. There is a negative relationship between the management of 

corporate philanthropy through donations and customers‘ 

attitudes towards the company. 

 

Corporate Philanthropy as a Signal to the Capital 

Market  
 

Investor expectations are also relevant for a company when it 

comes to planning its corporate philanthropy [79]. Investors may 

perceive that companies that actively engage in philanthropy 

tend to be more concerned with investor interests, providing 

more transparent information and avoiding misconduct [80] or 

agency issues [81]. In addition, a number of institutional 

investors are demanding action in the area of CSR [82]. This 

trend has been increasing in recent years, with many investors 

establishing ethical criteria for investment selection [83]. Thus, 

factors like the capital structure or the existence of institutional 

owners may influence the corporate philanthropy policy that 

companies follow [29,83]. Companies may perceive that 

investors are encouraging, increasing pressure on them and 

valuing their engagement in philanthropic activities [58]. How 

corporate philanthropy is managed may be determined by 

investor perceptions of social performance. The management of 

corporate philanthropy through foundations implies a more 

stable and specialised social policy that is more easily integrated 

into the rest of the company‘s strategies [28], which can also be 

more easily evaluated by investors. By channelling corporate 

philanthropy through organisations independent of management, 

a company‘s actions are more transparent, reducing information 

asymmetries [23,84]. For their part, donations are more linked 

than foundations to management preference and more 

discretionary, so they could be perceived by investors as 

unreliable. In this sense, better investor perceptions or attitudes 

towards the company would require it to manage corporate 

philanthropy through foundations [29,85]. To the extent that 

companies have a higher market value, investors may be more 
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demanding in terms of planning and managing resources for 

philanthropy and may require that they be managed through 

foundations in the interest of transparency and professionalism. 

In this regard, the following scenarios are proposed: 

 

H7. There is a positive relationship between the management of 

corporate philanthropy through foundations and the capital 

market valuation.  

 

H8. There is a negative relationship between the management of 

corporate philanthropy through donations and the capital market 

valuation.  

 

Data and Method of Estimation  
Sample  
 

This study focuses on 221 European companies in 13 countries 

in 2018. For the data related to the existence of a foundation, the 

amount of donations, the degree of alignment between 

companies and stakeholders (controversies with community, 

employees and clients), for the market value, as well as quality 

of the information disclosed we used the Sustainalytics database, 

a data provider for socially responsible investors. This database 

creates a profile of each company based on surveys and 

information obtained from the companies‘ websites, carried out 

by experts.  

 

This database has been used in previous research [9,19], and 

provides CSR data for the DJSI STOXX indexes to assess 

sustainability performance, taking into consideration the Key 

Performance Indicators for ESG 3.0 developed by DVFA 

(Deutsche Vereinigung fur Finanzanalyse und Asset 

Management) and EFFAS (The European Federation of 

Financial Analysts Societies). This database provides indices for 

each measured variable. The variables are qualified by experts 

considering the data available in the information disclosed in 

reports and websites, as well as information obtained from 

interviews with managers. The validity and reliability of these 

measures is ensured by following external principles or standards 
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as a reference and by applying a systematic and pre-established 

methodology to determine a company's sustainability score [86].  

 

For our study, we used as dependent variables the variables 

related to the management of corporate philanthropy-the 

existence or not of foundations and the percentage of money 

destined to direct donations. As independent variables, we used 

the controversial event indicators in this database. In addition, 

the quality of the information disclosed by the company is 

introduced as a control variable. The reports disclosed serve as a 

tool for stakeholders to evaluate companies‘ philanthropy and 

are essential for managing strategy and stakeholder relations 

[87,88]. Another element to monitor is the sector in which the 

company operates [29]. Thus, in general, the industries with the 

greatest effect on stakeholders tend to make greater efforts in 

their social policies. Therefore, social practices differ by sector 

[89] and must be controlled for. Finally, we include as a control 

variable the country to which each company belongs, classifying 

them according to the geographical area where they are located. 

Thus, we take into account that different cultures, economic and 

political ideologies, conceptions of social welfare and legal 

systems coexist in Europe, any of which could generate 

heterogeneous perceptions of social responsibility activities and 

policies and influence the philanthropic activities developed by 

the company [89].  

 

Measures and Method of Estimation 
 

In accordance with the objectives of the study, the following 

logistic and linear regression models are proposed: 
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The ―foundation‖ is a dichotomous variable that takes the value 

of 1 when the company manages its corporate philanthropy 

through a foundation and 0 otherwise [23,29]. The ―donations‖ 

variable is measured as the percentage of net profit allocated to 

donations [9,80]. The degree of alignment of each stakeholder 

with the company is measured through the number of 

controversies and incidents that occur between each stakeholder 

and the firm. They are evaluated by taking into account, among 

other things, the following: the frequency and/or pattern of such 

controversies, the seriousness of the case, the company personnel 

involved and their seniority. Variables on stakeholder 

controversies are rated on a scale from 0 to 5 depending on the 

risk to the company's reputation and the potential social and 

environmental impact. Controversies and incidents have values 

between 0, when there is no evidence of controversy in any of 

the indicators that define the variable. Category 1 reflects 

controversies or incidents that have a low impact and negligible 

risk for the company. Category 2 includes those controversies or 

incidents with stakeholders that have a moderate social impact 

but pose a minimal risk to the company. Category 3 includes 

controversies or incidents that have a significant social impact 

and risk. Category 4 expresses that controversies have a high 

social impact and a high risk for the business. Finally, category 5 

includes controversies with severe social impact and high risk 

for the company. The lower the number of incidents and 

controversies, the more alignment each stakeholder group will 

have with the company [19].  

 

―Controversies with the community‖ identifies incidents or 

social controversies, using as indicators conflicts and incidents 

with the local community, as well as incidents related to human 

rights or collaboration with repressive regimes. ―Controversies 

with employees‖ identifies incidents with employees. The 
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indicators used are injuries, occupational diseases, days lost due 

to absenteeism, number of deaths, strikes and lockouts and 

human-rights complaints. ―Controversies with customers‖ are 

measured in relation to complaints about product quality and 

safety, effectiveness of response channels, data protection and 

the accuracy of advertising. Finally, the ―Market value‖ variable 

is measured by the logarithm of the market capitalisation value. 

In relation to the control variables, the ―Quality of the CSR 

report‖ takes a value of 0 if the entity does not publish a CSR 

report, 0.25 if it is published and values of 0.50, 0.75 and 1 

according to the quality levels established by the GRI [90]. The 

highest value is linked to the assurance of the sustainability 

report [90,91]. The ―sector‖ takes values between 1 and 5 

depending on its effect on stakeholders, establishing groups 

following the FTSE4good classification, and distinguishing 

between sectors with high, medium-high, medium-low and low 

impact [92]. Finally, the geographical area is included as a 

control variable. The geographical area is classified into four 

European regions that present homogeneity in relation to their 

corporate social responsibility policies: the British Isles, 

Northern Europe, Continental Europe and the Mediterranean 

[89,93].  

 

Results and Discussion  
 

Table 1 shows the descriptive statistics and the correlations 

between the variables, and Table 2 shows the results of the 

logistic and OLS regression. 
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Table 1: Descriptive statistics and correlations. 

 

Nº  Variables Mean SD 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 

1 Foundation .498 .501 1           

2 Donation .527 .401 .268*

* 

1          

3 Controv. 

Community 

3.154 1.00

4 

−.207

** 

.054  1           

4 Controv. 

employees  

4.437 1.20

5 

–

.319*

* 

–.001 .151* 1          

5 Controv. 

Customers 

3.195 1.26

5 

–.112 .000 .226*

* 

.171* 1       

6 Market 4.044 .584 .367*

* 

.067 –

.182*

* 

–

.293*

* 

–

.144* 

1      

7  CSR Report .571 .375 .249*

* 

.124 –.019 –

.181*

* 

–

.154* 

.254*

* 

1     

8 Industry 3.371 1.59

5 

–.027 –.008 .006 –

.148* 

–

.502*

* 

.040 .137* 1    

9 British Isles .270 .446 –

.180*

* 

.141* .014 .069 –.067 .077 –

.303*

* 

–

.027 

1   

10 Continental 

countries 

.310 .464 .208*

* 

–.100 –

.146* 

–

.242*

* 

–.048 .217*

* 

.071 –

0.16 

–

.411* 

1  

11 Northern 

countries 

.260 .441 –

.162* 

–

.184*

* 

.042 .156* .119 –

.146* 

–.017 –

0.35 

–

.364*

* 

–

.402*

* 

1 
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Analysis of the averages shows that half of the companies 

channel their corporate philanthropy through foundations. Half 

of the companies in the sample make direct donations. There are 

different levels of incidents and controversies with the various 

stakeholders, with the highest being related to employees and the 

lowest being related to the community.  

 

In relation to correlations, we observe that foundations are 

associated with lower levels of community- and work-related 

controversies and incidents. It appears that a greater degree of 

alignment between the community and the company encourages 

the latter to manage its corporate philanthropy through 

foundations [34,48,49], improving the climate of relations 

between the two [4,39]. Through foundations, links are 

established with the community and its demands are managed in 

order to favour and strengthen existing relations [3,4,34,50]. 

 

Employees, in turn, constitute an influential group among the 

stakeholders [55] and drive, among other strategies, how 

corporate philanthropy is managed [55]. The existence of a lower 

number of controversies, and therefore a greater identification of 

employees with the entity, leads them to demand planned moral 

and ethical attitudes from companies [59]. There is a positive 

relationship between corporate philanthropy managed through 

foundations and company cohesion with employees [58–60]. 

Channelling philanthropy through foundations ensures that it is 

not occasional or superficial and builds trust [68]. The results 

show that companies consider their employees when establishing 

their corporate philanthropy [61,62]. 

 

There is no significant relationship, however, between the 

existence of foundations and the volume of controversies and 

incidents with customers. This may be because customers are not 

the primary target audience when it comes to establishing a 

corporate philanthropy strategy [79], because the social 

commitment that clients value differs from the commitment that 

is developed through foundations [93,94] or even because they 

consider these actions a marketing tool [73,75]. The results show 

that corporate philanthropy is not related to customers‘ attitudes. 
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The capital market has a positive and significant relationship 

with the existence of foundations. Investors may perceive that 

this type of action benefits them because of the better climate it 

creates [95,96], the greater transparency [80] and the reduction 

in agency problems [29,85] or because it is demanded by certain 

investors [29,80,82]. On the other hand, correlations show that 

incidents and controversies with various stakeholders are 

negatively associated with the market value of the company [98]. 

Companies are less valued by the market when there are 

incidents with their stakeholders.  

 

Donations, however, are not related to the attitudes of the main 

stakeholders towards the company. It is clear that these are 

policies carried out at the discretion of the company without 

being integrated into the business strategy aimed at the 

stakeholders. Firstly, although donations are actions directed to 

the community, they are not associated with the greatest 

harmony with this stakeholder. The results show that the 

effectiveness of these practices is not related to economic value, 

but possibly to social value [10], which requires visibility of 

collaborative actions [51]. Second, correlations do not show 

relationships between donations and improved employee 

attitudes. Cash donations are not sufficient to reflect the social 

justice developed by the company and therefore do not affect the 

commitment and involvement of employees [19,58]. Third, we 

also found no significant correlation between corporate 

philanthropy and improved consumer attitudes toward the 

company. Consumers are skeptical of philanthropic practices that 

involve only one cash transaction. Finally, no significant 

relationship is found between donations and investor response. 

The capital market can understand these practices as 

management's liberality. In short, cash donations as such do not 

appear to affect the company's relationship with its major 

stakeholders. This practice, however, is influenced by the 

disclosure of social information and the culture of the country.  

 

On the other hand, there are significant correlations between the 

level of incidents and controversies between different 

stakeholders, which indicates that when an organisation has 

incidents with a given stakeholder, conflicts with others are 
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likely to occur. A conflict situation worsens the work climate, 

which affects customer relations [33,99] and possibly financial 

performance as well [100]. Incident and controversy 

management must be addressed with other stakeholders in mind, 

as there are interrelations between stakeholders and between 

stakeholders and companies [18]. Overall, the results of our 

study suggest that corporate philanthropy channelled through 

foundations follows a strategic stakeholder-driven approach. By 

contrast, donations are actions that are not part of the business 

strategy aimed at stakeholders and are possibly more linked to 

management preferences. When companies have lower levels of 

incidence, and therefore better relations with stakeholders, they 

tend to formalise their corporate philanthropy through 

foundations, which can be considered to indicate social 

performance and of the firm‘s orientation towards stakeholders 

or to take into account bottom-up initiatives. Strategies that do 

not directly target employees or investors are seen to affect their 

performance [24]. There is thus a convergence of shareholder, 

employee and community interests, an indicator that corporate 

philanthropy is being strategically managed [24]. Donations, 

however, do not appear to be a reliable signal to stakeholders 

[27]. 

 

We also observed that the quality of the reports is positively and 

significantly related to the existence of foundations and 

donations, showing that there is a relationship between corporate 

philanthropy and its different modes of management [101]. In 

addition, the quality of a company‘s CSR reports is related to 

employees, customers and markets, showing that it is a source of 

relevant information for them. The quality of the reports is also 

associated with the sector and the country in which the company 

operates. These results are reinforced in the regression analysis 

shown in Table 2, where a logit regression is applied when the 

dependent variable is foundations and an OLS regression when 

the dependent variable is donations. 
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Table 2: Regression models. 

 
 Logit values OLS values 

Variable Foundations Donations 

Constant –1.060 (1.812) .232 (.301) 

Controv. Community –.333* (.179) .016 (.028) 

Controv. Employees –.468*** (.157) .005 (.024) 

Controv. Customers –.249 (.181) .002 (.028) 

Market 1.477*** (.349) .049 (.053) 

CSR Report .471 (.497) .144 (.085)* 

Industry  –.238* (.130) –.007 (.020) 

British Isles –2.228*** (.627) –.028 (.097) 

Continental Countries –1.153** (.572) –.206 (.090)** 

Northern Countries –1.621*** (.568) –.241 (.091)*** 

R2 – .100 

Pseudo R2 .249 – 

Root MSE – .392 

Probability  > X 2 .000 – 

Note: Logit = logit regression; OLS = ordinary least square. Robust standard 

errors are in parentheses. N= 221. 

 * Significance at p< .1 

** Significance at p<.05 

***Significance at p<.001 

 

Like the results obtained in the correlations, the regression 

analysis shows that there is a significant inverse relationship 

between the level of controversies and incidents with the 

community and the existence of foundations. We can conclude 

that the community demands this type of practice from the 

company because of the greater transparency on the destination 

of resources and the recognition of the support of social causes 

[31]. Their greater visibility makes them effective signals to 

communicate the company's social commitment [51]. The 
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decision to channel corporate philanthropy through donations, 

however, is not associated with the community. On the contrary, 

monetary donations provide an image of less stability in the 

company's commitment to social causes and are not associated 

with the demands of the community. The ability of donations as 

a signal to communicate the company's social commitment is not 

effective. Thus, hypotheses 1 is accepted, while hypotheses 2 is 

rejected.  

 

With respect to employees, the empirical analysis shows an 

inverse relationship between employee conflict and the existence 

of foundations, while the relationship between employees and 

donations is not significant. The results support hypothesis 3, but 

hypothesis 4 is rejected. The greater harmony and collaborative 

spirit of the employees is associated with the existence of 

foundations that imply a greater social commitment, as they are 

more durable practices and coherent with the social values of the 

company [14,19]. Thus, foundations would be a signal of the 

integration of social values in the company rather than practices 

associated with morality or management discretion [65,67, 68]. 

On the other hand, as Block et al. point out, [61] employees do 

not seem to demand social practices that only involve the 

transfer of resources [19,41]. With regard to customers, however, 

neither foundations nor donations are related to the attitudes of 

customers towards the company, and therefore hypotheses 5 and 

6 are rejected, as no significant relationship can be found. Thus, 

neither foundations nor donations are reliable signals for 

customers [102]. Donations may be perceived by clients as 

unethical management practices [71]. Clients may view 

foundations as marketing actions by the company to counteract 

negligent or controversial behaviour [49]. Other mechanisms 

would be necessary to reduce the level of skepticism of the 

consumer [25,26].  

 

Market value is also associated with the management of 

corporate philanthropy through foundations, showing that 

financial performance reinforces social performance [97]. The 

results show that foundations could be a good vehicle for 

communicating the social commitment or creation of social 

value of companies [36] and be perceived by investors as a 
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signal of long-term sustainability [9]. Donations, however, do 

not seem to be established to meet the demands of investors, but 

they may respond to managers‘ interests. This leads us to accept 

hypothesis 7 and reject hypothesis 8. Foundations are attentive to 

the valuation that investors make of the company, but donations 

could be perceived by investors as an agency problem in which 

management does not consider the interests of owners or 

investors [9,15].  

 

Philanthropy through foundations tries to respond to community, 

employee and investors initiatives. In this sense, corporate 

philanthropy is part of a company‘s social strategy aimed at 

meeting the social expectations of these three groups. Corporate 

philanthropy integrated into the core business would lead 

companies to respond to the direct demands of the community 

and indirect demands from other stakeholders, such as 

employees and investors. Pressure or the desire to take into 

account the stakeholders leads companies to manage their 

philanthropy through foundations [45]. The development of a 

corporate social strategy involves focusing on improving 

relations with stakeholders [99], which is not the case with 

donations. The findings show that decision making on social 

engagement must address the demands of stakeholders and 

consider their perceptions. Thus, the study reflects philanthropy 

as a communication tool that improves the company's 

relationships with some of its key stakeholders. The different 

practices act as signals that inform the level of social 

commitment of the company. In this way, some practices can be 

perceived by the stakeholders as a signal of social responsibility, 

orientation of the business to the public interest and integration 

of social values in the company. Other practices, on the contrary, 

could be perceived as discretionary practices linked to the 

improvement of the business image and to the moral or 

instrumental interests of the management. In this sense, 

corporate philanthropy channeled through foundations would 

serve the company to communicate its social commitment to 

some of its key stakeholders - community, employees and 

investors - while donations alone do not seem to be sufficient to 

generate positive perceptions in these groups. Finally, it can be 

seen that the management of corporate philanthropy through 
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foundations depends on the sector to which the company 

belongs. The country also proves to be a significant variable, 

indicating that channelling philanthropic actions through 

foundations and donations also responds to a cultural issue and 

that, depending on the country, there is a preference for a 

particular strategy [103,104]. 

 

Conclusions  
 

Companies channel their philanthropic strategy through 

foundations in response to the pressures and initiatives of various 

stakeholders [48,49]. Foundations are part of the social strategy, 

managing its possible effects or reactions not only of the directly 

affected stakeholders—the community—but also taking into 

account its indirect effects on others. Through its social action it 

can be seen that the company‘s management of its corporate 

philanthropy through foundations is perceived as a reliable and 

transparent signal by most of the main stakeholders and responds 

to the desire to take into account their initiatives. In short, 

foundations form part of the company‘s social strategy, which 

seeks to strengthen ties with stakeholders and respond 

professionally to their demands and initiatives [4]. Likewise, the 

high value that investors place on the management of social 

resources through foundations may be a response to the fact that 

managing philanthropy through foundations clarifies the firms 

decision-making.  

 

Donations do not take stakeholders‘ attitudes into account [27]. 

Companies that manage their philanthropy solely through 

donations do not try to meet the expectations of the various 

stakeholders analysed. In addition, donations, to the extent that 

they are not related to the market value of the company, may 

reflect an agency problem between owners and directors and are 

not integrated into the company‘s business strategy [5]. Thus, 

one contribution of this study is to show how the management of 

corporate philanthropy differs in the case of foundations, where 

bottom-up initiatives are taken into account and the business 

strategy is aligned with stakeholders, from the case of donations, 

where the strategy is set up-down.  
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This study is a contribution to the theory of stakeholders, as it 

analyzes how companies manage corporate philanthropy to meet 

the demands of stakeholders, according to their perceptions. It 

also represents a contribution to the theory of signaling insofar as 

the company channels resources in a way that is perceived as 

reliable by the stakeholders and generates trust. The results show 

that foundations could be a good vehicle for communicating the 

social commitment or creation of social value of companies [36] 

and be perceived by investors as a signal of long-term 

sustainability [9]. The fact that companies have a corporate 

philanthropy policy is not a sufficient condition for generating 

good relations with stakeholders; rather, it is necessary that 

practices address the demands and requirements of different 

groups. In this sense, the community demands planned and 

specialized social actions of certain relevance and public 

visibility. On the other hand, employees look for social actions 

that reflect that the company where they work integrates social 

values in the business strategy. Finally, investors must perceive 

that these practices are managed as part of the company's social 

performance that allows sustainability to be achieved. In this 

sense, foundations seem to be practices that seek to address such 

requirements.  

 

However, the company‘s relationship with clients is not a 

determining factor in setting its corporate philanthropy strategy, 

so it seems that this is not designed to respond to the 

expectations of clients, nor does it seem that they are the target 

audience when the entity adopts this type of action [79]. 

Although no conclusive results have been obtained for clients, 

this cannot lead us to believe that this interest group is 

unimportant to companies, but rather that other strategies should 

be followed to meet their demands. Thus, the results show that 

the quality of the information disclosed is valued by customers. 

For this stakeholder group, communication is fundamental. 

 

Another contribution of this study is to highlight that there is a 

relationship among the various stakeholders, so that an action 

aimed at one of them improves the relationship with the others 

[34]. These findings are particularly relevant in business 

management, which must take into account that different 
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practices and ways of managing philanthropy act as signals that 

are perceived and valued differently by different stakeholders. 

Companies must choose their philanthropic practices by taking 

into account the expectations of the different groups and 

knowing the attitudes of the stakeholders towards each of them.  

 

In relation to the above, the theory of signalling is applicable. 

Foundations and donations are signals perceived differently by 

stakeholders. On the one hand, foundations are perceived 

positively by the community, employees and investors. 

Foundations are organizations specialized in addressing certain 

social causes of public interest, and their actions are signals to 

stakeholders of the creation of social value. On the other hand, 

donations are considered by the stakeholders analyzed to be an 

unreliable signal of social commitment because they are 

practices that are more subject to the personal motivations of the 

management, carried out discretionally and in the short term, 

making it difficult for stakeholders to associate them with the 

integration of social values into the business strategy [15,23]. 

The fact that corporate philanthropy is channelled through 

foundations has been a trend in recent years. The reasons for this 

may vary, but the results obtained show that this strategy is 

perceived positively by the main stakeholders. In this sense, we 

can say that the actions are not an attempt to seek legitimacy 

from the stakeholders, but are rather driven and motivated by 

them. A better alignment of the stakeholders with the entity 

stimulates the existence of foundations.  

 

Through foundations, companies manage their corporate 

philanthropy in an integrated and professional way, developing it 

in a planned manner and taking into account the demands of 

stakeholders and the effect of other policies, such as disclosure 

through quality reports. Donations, on the other hand, do not 

appear to be related to stakeholder initiatives. Finally, we must 

take into account that the sector and cultural characteristics of 

each country influence the decision of companies to manage 

their corporate philanthropy through either foundations or 

donations. 
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Nowadays, companies have to attend to a greater number of 

social and environmental requirements. Stakeholders demand a 

real social commitment. In this sense, the results show that 

corporate philanthropy cannot be a marketing tool at the service 

of management, but must be part of the business strategy, in its 

commitment to create social value and to respond to the 

requirements of different stakeholders. In this way, corporate 

philanthropy is identified with practices to achieve the common 

good and ensure the long-term sustainability of the company. 

There is little empirical research that addresses this issue, so this 

study could serve as a basis for future studies on the effect of 

different stakeholders on social policy. Thus, future research 

could consider the role of stakeholders in the effectiveness of 

these practices and study the influence of some stakeholders on 

others and on business strategies. 
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